


“This is a legend, which is an old story that has been told for
many years to tell how something happened. It was once believed
to be true, but there is no way to know if the story is true or not.
You just have to think about that!”

food long need never night tell time toldKey Words

• Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion about the topic.

• Use contextual and visual clues to read unknown words.

• Discuss new vocabulary: Moose trick sorry news

• Locate silent letters: Who friends night

• Note compound word: himself

• Locate sufx –ed laughed pulled played: 

• Understand use of quotation marks and exclamation marks.

• Promote writing and art as creative follow-up activities.

• Retell and/or act out the story following the sequence.

• Expand vocabulary with rhymes, sufxes, etc. (back cover).
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Rabbit’s Ears

   written by Pam Holden
   illustrated by Lamia Aziz
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     A long time ago, rabbits did
     not look like they do now.

    They had small, round ears.
     They liked to play tricks, too.
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     One day Rabbit went to play
     a trick on the other animals.
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Enjoyed the preview? 
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